
If you have concerns about your child related to ADD or ADHD, talk to your Pediatrician! 

October is ADHD and ADD awareness Month!  

Perhaps you have a student (or several students) who has difficulty staying focused and paying attention. The student struggles to 
control their impulses or seems overly active. For many school staff members, disruptions and challenges caused by a child 
diagnosed with ADHD are a common occurrence. 
  
In fact, surveys suggest that teachers view disruptive behavior as the most challenging classroom problem, and it’s the most 
common reason that teachers or parents refer children for mental health or educational services. 
  
Nearly all school staff members – not just teachers – interact with students with ADHD. If you haven’t yet worked with a child with 
an ADHD diagnosis, chances are you will. Understanding the disorder, how it manifests in children, and learning techniques to 
help children with an ADHD diagnosis will enable you to help them succeed in school. 
  
ADHD is a chronic disorder. It begins in childhood and, for most individuals, it continues through adulthood. Children with ADHD 
demonstrate symptoms of inattention, hyperactivity, and/or impulsivity that are inappropriate for their chronological age. The 
diagnostic criteria require that the symptoms must be present for at least six months and in more than one setting (for example, 
both home and school). 
  
Children and adolescents with ADHD typically exhibit the following characteristics: 

• fail to complete school assignments, chores at home, or tasks at work 

• lose materials at school and home 

• have disorganized and messy desks, bookbags, binders, and bedrooms 

• don't consistently follow rules of the classroom, home, or society 

• interrupt and annoy peers, parents, and teachers, leading to social rejection or isolation 

• do poorly playing organized sports due to problems following the rules of the game, playing strategically with 
teammates, and attending to the play of teammates and opponents

ADHD or Not? 

Here are some general guidelines that may help you distinguish between a student who may have ADHD and one 
who probably doesn't:

Student with ADHD - The student's disruptive behavior frequently leads to discipline problems and/or rejection from peers. 
Student without ADHD - The student's disruptive behavior may be frequent but isn't associated with discipline problems. Peers 
accept the student socially. 
 

Student with ADHD - The student frequently forgets or loses materials and doesn’t complete work because of disorganization and 
difficulty staying on task (although the behavior may look like defiance or apathy, look closely to see if it’s coupled with 
disorganization). 
Student without ADHD - The student may fail to complete assignments, but often because of reasons other than disorganization 
and difficulty persisting with work. 
 

Student with ADHD - The student reacts to situations impulsively or emotionally and may have difficulty calming themself. 
Student without ADHD - The student reacts to situations in inappropriate ways that are often more intentional than do children 
with ADHD.



Suicide Prevention during the Era of COVID-19: Free Parent Training Opportunity!

Description
Join Satchel Pulse's Director of School Experience, Dr. Jeff Klein and our guest Rich Lieberman to discuss how COVID-19 has 
exacerbated the challenge facing school and districts leaders and made it even more difficult to identify and access students, then 
provide support when needed. 
Webinar length: 45 minutes 
 
Main points to be addressed: 
 
The current reality 
What needs to be done  
Model examples 
Reason for hope  
 
Richard Lieberman MA, NCSP is a Lecturer in the Graduate School of Education at Loyola Marymount University and from 
1986-2011 he coordinated Suicide Prevention Services for Los Angeles Unified School District, the second largest school district in 
the US. 
He has co-authored numerous book chapters on suicide intervention in the schools; consulted nationally with districts experiencing 
suicide clusters; served on the Steering Committee for the Suicide Prevention Resource Center and contributed to both the 
SAMHSA Preventing Suicide and SPRC/AFSP After a Suicide school toolkits.

Time
Nov 4, 2020 12:00 PM in Central Time (US and Canada)

LINK to register:  

https://zoom.us/webinar/register/5716028414136/WN_xGGDOH3RQRK3B1y8rKi7KA?
utm_campaign=US%20Pulse%20-
%20Q1%202020%20Campaign&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-
_5v5qvhyHt0Wu88ZC0OR5iPXvgIoJ94fPQYZh3XB4cPEebpkUXXEx5Y8meozG-6XkgQdrpFiNOiNE5O
tIuDFgiI75p5w&_hsmi=97558799&utm_content=97558799&utm_source=hs_automation&hsCtaT
racking=10cfb186-61e4-46bb-9bfe-349d815c85e9%7Cd895e290-44d8-4648-8571-9b1a1985f7ff


